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INTRODUCTION
1.1 COUNTRY CONTEXT:
On March 6th, 1957, the Gold Coast declared independence and changed its name to Ghana. In 1960, the Republic of Ghana was established. Since 1983,
its development strategy has been optimally adjusted. With oil and a variety of rare metal deposits being explored in large quantities, Ghana’s subsurface contains a huge amount of treasure. Importantly, soaring must overcome many difficulties, and Ghana faces too many challenges: funds, technology,
equipment, talents, developments etc. Although, in the past 62 years of independence, Ghana has made historic progress in power generation and supply,
communications, transportation, industry and agriculture, and the tertiary industry, and won the praise of the world.
However, looking at Ghana, compared with some developed countries and regions in Europe, Asia and Africa, there are still large areas of land in Ghana
that have not been effectively developed and utilised. In majority of the areas, there is still extreme poverty and desolation.
The reason for this phenomenon is the darkness of backwardness in old times. However, if this situation is not completely changed in the hands of the rapidly
developing modern people, then who should be blamed for our continuous underdevelopment and deprivation? Facing the challenges and competitions
constantly coming from all over the world, this country, a model of economic success for development and business, in Africa has come to the forefront of
the big reforms, facing the express trains of the new era! Ghana has no choice but to face up to her own deficiencies, learn the strengths of others, clench
her teeth, work hard and skilfully, stir up the wings of civilisation and science, fight against the wind and thunder, and cast her own sun to create greatness.
So how does Ghana better attract capital, investment and talent from around the world? How do we publish Ghana to the world and majestically shepherd
Ghana to the world to clinch opportunities there-in? How do we make Ghana go down-to-earth and open for physical and human capital/developmental
inflows? Ghana has a population of about 30 million people and all should actively think and act for a prosperous tomorrow.
Consequently, if Ghana wants to develop in an unconventional way, the best way is to create a large-scale international celebration and plan a new image
for Ghana by planning high-level international public relations activities. The name of the festival should be beautiful, visual, and easily accepted and
remembered by people from all walks of life. In order to let the world better understand Ghana, accelerate the introduction of foreign investment in
Ghana, and develop the domestic economy, it must rely on existing resources in Ghana that have not been fully developed and have high value-added resources with sustainable development potential.

INTRODUCTION
1.2 COMMODITY CONTEXT:
Ghana has been closely linked to coconut culture for centuries. Coconut is a unique crop along the Atlantic coast of Ghana. In the native place of coconut,
coconut trees are called Gongsunshu, and because of its many uses, it is called the tree of life, while coconut water is called miracle water because of its
numerous health benefits. Hawaiian called it the dew of heaven. In China, coconut is called the god of immortality. The coconut tree is a treasure, and it is
a source of income to the people of Ghana who cultivates it.
Nowadays, natural coconut water drinks are popular all over the world including Ghana. There are countless kinds of coconut foods and intermediate
coconut products. The crafts carved from coconut shells are loved, and activated carbon which is made of the coconut shells are widely used in almost all
human economic activities and daily life. Coconut oil is also being promoted from edible to refined applications due to its unique nutrients and efficacy.
As Ghana’s agricultural economic development enters a new era and the coconut industry is still at the blue ocean level,we have reason to believe that
Ghana’s coconut will become a medium and bridge for Ghana to the world.
It is worth noting that, coconut has been identified to have positive adaptations and also a crop with a very long supply chain to create job opportunities
and several products for local and export markets. The fruit of the crop nutritionally is refreshing when taken as water and also processed into fruit juice
mixtures. It has several industrial uses as coconut recipes, virgin oil and when dried to copra oil for cooking, frying, soap preparation and cosmetics and
pharmaceuticals because of its medicinal properties.
The coconut palm is the most important cash crop in the four coastal regions of Ghana (Greater Accra, Central, Volta and Western Regions). It provides
a nutritious source of meat, juice, milk, and oil that has fed and nourished generations for decades. In Ghana, Coconut affects the socio-economic lives
of many people in the coastal areas, who depend directly or indirectly on the crop for their daily sustenance. It continues to provide secured food, livelihoods, export earnings and comprehensive protection to many smallholder farmers and dealers in Ghana.
Statistics, from the Palm Research Institute of the Centre for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) of Ghana, about 80% of the total annual production
of approximately 229 million coconuts comes from smallholder plantations, covering an area of about 36,000 hectares. The export valueof coconut
as at 2016 is USD$ 287,001. Western Region is by far the largest producer contributing about 80% of the total coconut produced in the country.
The number of coconut and coconut-derived products show the versatility of the coconut. It is this versatility and availability of producers and products,
along with the consideration of the livelihood of the local coconut farmers and industry workers that makes the promotion of the Ghanaian coconut full
potential.

global COCONUT FESTIVALs
2.0 GLOBAL COCONUT FESTIVALS IN CONTEXT
2.1 Philippines Coconut Festival:
The Coconut Festival was originated to celebrate the phenomenal plant due to its importance. The event’s humble beginnings is in the year 1996, the
Coconut Festival was officially started at San Pablo City, Laguna, Philippines and celebrated every second week of the month January.
San Pablo City’s Coconut Festival also known as Coco Fest gives more colours to the city fiesta which is held every 15 January. It attracts people nearby
towns and foreigners as well as local and national media. This boosts the culture and traditions of San Pablenos.The long-week festival consists of various activities: street concerts, street dancing, float parade, nightly programs before the fiesta of the city and “Mutya at Lakanng San Pablo” The festival also
earned citation from the Association of tourism Officers of the Philippines (ATOP) and the Department of Tourism (DOT) as the best tourism Event for
Festival Category City Level for Calendar Year 2010-2011-2012-2013 (PIA) which placed San Pablo City, popularly called a tourist destination.
2.2 Canada’s Coconut Festival:
For six years now, Coconut Festival Canada organizes the event in Toronto to connect all communities to learn about the coconuts’ various health benefits
& diverse addictive delicious culinary and lifestyle uses with the addition of a Book Drive for an orphanage partner in the Philippines. It is a Free General
Admission event featuring 400+ vendors dealing with coconut in their food choices, wellness program, cleaning, cosmetics, fashion and more from Asia &
Pan America in the last 5 years. Exhibitors get the opportunity to taste and shop for various coconut products including those from local artisans: vegan
coconut cakes, spreads, oils, energy snacks, chips, dips drinks, organic baby food and more.
Conclusively, with diligent reference to the aforementioned global coconut festivals, Ghana’s economic development is calling for the First Ghana
International Coconut Festival. The Ghanaian people’s awareness of getting rich is calling for the Coconut Festival. We would be working with international
like-minded partners to contribute to the birth of the First International Coconut Festival in Ghana. It is hoped that coconut players/stakeholders, public
and private sectors, all political parties and all walks of life in Ghana will unite into a sacred fire and make the first International Coconut Festival a national
gold business card, let the world fully understand Ghana, and let Ghana completely go to the world.
Coconut planted along the coast, blue water and white sand, natural tropical rain forest, and enjoyable tropical scenery are the unique tourism resources
of Ghana. A festival named after the coconut, which binds Ghana and the world together, gives Ghana a good opportunity to fully express its unique charm!
It is our expectation that during the Coconut Festival, the Ministry of Tourism, Ghana Tourism Authority and Accra Metropolitan Assembly catches an
opportunity to hold a tourism sales fair. Wherever the guests of the Coconut Festival go, they will take the hope of negotiation and tourism. Let the country
have a good momentum of investment cooperation and tourism.
Ministry of Tourism will encourage companies to exhibit their products. Arrange for the promotion of Ghana’s famous special products. If we give full
play to the advantages of resources, there is much to be done to develop new products.We believe this proposal would be recognized and supported by
everyone.
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4.0 EXPECTED BENEFITS TO BE DERIVED FROM THE COCONUT FESTIVAL
We expect the First Ghana International Coconut Festival to bring to light the following immediate comfort to
direct and indirect participants at the event;
• Boost local Trade (Forex Bureaus, Hotels, Food & Beverages, Transport, Arts and Crafts Industry)
• Local and international market links within the coconut value chain
• Create Direct and Indirect Jobs at the Coconut Festival ground
• Technology Transfer through Seminars and B2B
• Encourage more people especially the youth and women to go into production due to the physical
presence of foreigners looking for coconuts to buy.

4.1. OTHER BENEFITS
The First International Coconut Festival to be held in Ghana is not only an opportunity to attract the eyes of
the world to Ghana, but also to propel a domestic demand surge for the country’s development — socially,
economically and culturally. These include among others:
1. The prosperity of a country cannot be separated from the cultivation of one’s own spirit and culture.
Ghana is a country composed of many ethnic groups. There is an urgent need for a culture that everyone
can identify to unite and integrate;
2. The opening-up policy of Ghana urgently needs to establish its own new cultural image, let the world
know about Ghana, and Ghana should prove something;
3. The large-scale development and construction of Ghana needs to find excitement from the culture and
attract investors from home and abroad to come to Ghana for joint investment and development;
4. Ghana’s spiritual civilisation construction is in urgent need of finding a cultural form to achieve the goal
of improving the spiritual civilisation of the people of the country.

connecting ghana globally
4.2 PROMOTING GHANA USING COCONUT INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL AS THE VEHICLE:
Achieving national economies of scale using coconut as the product is possible through;
1. From an international perspective, developing a market from a cultural perspective has become the consensus
of successful enterprises in various countries. To seek social and economic development with cultural awareness
becoming a yardstick for testing the progress of civilisation among a nation or a region. Ghana is in the centre of
the economically emerging West African economic circle.
2. Cultural activities as the medium of economic activity has become a feature of many national festivals. These
countries have benefited a great deal from the festivals and the economy has developed greatly. These successful
experiences can be used as a point of reference for the organisation First International Coconut Festival in Ghana;
3. Combining cultural festivals with business and tourism, making a fuss about economic development, making
full use of our unique cultural conditions, and seeking a high-level social development path is a new historical
topic that the Ghanaian government and the business community need to work together to solve.In this regard,
Ghana, as a beacon of democracy in Africa, provides a better condition for hosting the First International Coconut
Festival than other African countries could.
4. Ghana International Coconut Festival would be a grand festival with national characteristics, tropical feelings,
marine characteristics, special zone style, and international economic and trade tourism culture. One of its main
purpose is to Let the world know about Ghana and let Ghana go to the world.

event DETAILS
5.0 ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS TO MARK THE FIRST GHANA INTERNATIONAL COCONUT FESTIVAL
The festival’s activity details are as follows;
• Implementing Agencies – African Coconut Group/Ghana AM Group/Canada Coconut Festival
• Major Public Sector Partners — Exim Bank Ghana, MLGRD, MOFA (PERD) and GEPA
• Launching of First Ghana International Coconut Festivals – 30th April 2019
Venue: La Palm Beach Hotel
• Main Event : 24th – 26th September 2019
Venue: Accra International Conference Center

5.1 ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS TO MARK THE FIRST GHANA INTERNATIONAL COCONUT FESTIVAL
1. The Coconut Product Exhibition of all countries. This will be done alongside the Ghanaian companies.
Ghanaians will arrange and exhibit their famous and special products.
2. Award Ceremony of the Coconut Photography and Painting Competition in Ghana
3. Award ceremony for the Coconut Literature Competition in Ghana by University Students
4. The Coconut Poetry Reading Conference in Ghana
5. Coconut Culture Tour special tourist line (Visit to Coconut Farm);
6. Coconut songs special concert (creating a Coconut Festival theme song
7. The City sculpture of Coconut series was unveiled.
8. International Coconut Film Festival and TV Festival
9. International Coconut Eco-Fashion Show

COLLABORATORS
6.0 EVENT COLLABORATORS
6.1 MAJOR PUBLIC SECTOR PARTNERS:
The Exim Bank Ghana, Ministry of Local Government and Rural Development, Ministry of Food and Agriculture
(Planting for Export and Rural Development — PERD), Ministry of Trade and Industry the Ghana Export Promotion
Authority andMinistry of Tourism, would be our main public sector col-laborators towards organising this all
important Coconut Festival.
Exim Bank, MoFA and MLGRD (PERD) have been identified as major collaborators because of their mandate
in facilitating and implementing respectively the Planting for Export and Rural Development Program. GEPA is
mandated institution charged with the development and promotion of Non-Traditional Export (NTE)in which coconut
features prominently. Collaborating with GEPA to organize the First Ghana International Coconut Festival would help
achieve the target of US$ 10 billion export earnings from Non-Traditional Exports by 2021.
Additionally, in the aftermath of the program, we expect the Exim Bank Ghana, Ministry of Food and Agriculture, the
Ministry of Local Government and Rural Development and the Ghana Export Promo-tion Authority (GEPA) through
Planting for Export and Rural Development (PERD) with support from African Coconut Group to organize activities
of planting two coconut trees per person, so that the masses who participated in the Coconut Festival and the
awareness of building together, and would receive a symbolic image and concrete manifestation.

6.2 OTHER SPONSORS AND PARTNERS:
1. Public Institutions: GIPC, Ghana FREEZONES, Ghana Tourism Authority, AMA, Ministry of Environment etc.
2. Embassies/Donor Agencies: SNV, Canadian Embassy, Hortifresh, Chinese Embassy, Ivorian Embassy, Nigerian High
Commission, Togo Embassy, Benin Embassy, UK High Commission, USA Embassy, Netherlands High Commission,
Denmark High Commission, All other Embassies
3. Media Support Units: Official media TV station and broadcasting station
4. Entertainment Performance: Musiga members and other foreign artiste

CONCLUSION
7.0 CONCLUSION

Coconut; as a superfood and miraculous tree crop is growing leaps and bounds in Asia and some parts of Africa. Ghana and Ivory
Coast are the highest coconut producing countries in Africa. Some of the objective ofGhana First International Coconut Festivalis to;
• Bring together key coconut value chain moguls from around the world in a bid to unlock the potentials of coconuts in Ghana
and the African Continent as a whole;
• Build a direct Trade between partners from EU, North America, China and Asia for our local coconut producers, processors
and marketers in Ghana among other benefits.
Therefore, it is our firm believe that, the African Coconut Group collaborating withExim Bank Ghana, the Ministry of Local
Government and Rural Development, Ministry of Food and Agriculture (Planting for Export and Rural Development — PERD) and
the Ghana Export Promotion Authority to organize the First Ghana International Coconut Festival would help boost production
and export of coconut as a Non-Traditional Export Crop.
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